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Abstract
Automated Student Code Assessment with Symbolic Execution and Java
PathFinder
by
Karl Bell
The assessment of student code is a necessary part of most programming courses.
However, many ways of assessing the correctness of student code can be very
time-consuming and may be error-prone. This paper presents JSymTester, a tool
which uses the symbolic execution framework of the Java PathFinder to ﬁnd
test inputs for student code and uses these inputs to extensively compare its
functionality to a reference implementation. This allows for automatic testing
of student code, relying only on the reference implementation and the student's
own implementation, eliminating the need to manually write tests. This tool was
tested on small assignments for an introductory computer science course, and
performed similarly to the existing, more traditional approaches of unit testing
and output comparison. This shows that automated test generation techniques
may, in general, be useful in the area of student code assessment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The assessment of student code is a necessary part of most programming
courses, as it provides a way to see if learning goals are being met. It directs the
learning process of the student and helps them to see what they need to spend
more time on. Unfortunately, assessing student code manually can be diﬃcult
and time-consuming. In addition, it is diﬃcult to judge the correctness of student
code without spending a large amount of time understanding it.[14]
For this reason, many instructors have seen ﬁt to create their own automated
testing tools to help assess student code, the majority of which have focused on
examining student code functionality in some way. These tools can come in many
forms, from scripting and output comparison, to using testing frameworks like
XUnit.[14]
One problem with these approaches is that an instructor must write a suite of
tests (or sets of inputs and outputs) to validate that the student's code performs
as expected in all cases. Not only can this take a signiﬁcant amount of time, it
is possible that the generated inputs will not take into account the oddities of
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student code, as they are generally written before the student submits their code
for evaluation.[14]
One way to address this issue is to write assignments in such a way as to get
the students to write their own tests. This is the case for test-driven learning
approaches.[4] However, this leads to the problem of verifying that the student
written tests actually reﬂect the results which the instructor desired, essentially
requiring at least some instructor testing after all.
This thesis presents the JSymTester tool for the Java programming lan-
guage, which seeks to solve these problems by providing a way of automatically
assessing student code given only a reference implementation of a programming
exercise. It utilizes automated test generation techniques on this reference im-
plementation as well as the student's implementation to develop a suite of inputs
which tests student code fully, using the instructor code as a test oracle.
JSymTester is based on the symbolic execution module for the Java PathFinder[23],
and can be used independently as a command-line application, or as as an eval-
uator for the WebIDE platform[4].
Section 2 of this thesis provides background information about test genera-
tion. Section 3 looks at some of the related work in automated test generation
and automated student code assessment. Section 4 goes into detail about how
the JSymTester works, and Section 5 describes the procedures for and the results
of our evaluation of it. Section 6 provides a number of suggestions for future im-
provements to the tool and identintiﬁes other related avenues of possible research,
and Section 7 oﬀers concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2
Test Generation
To understand the implementation of JSymTester, it makes sense ﬁrst to
examine automated test generation in general. The Test Generation problem can
be stated as follows[6]:
Given a sequential program with a set of input parameters, generate
a set of test inputs that exercises as many program statements as
possible.
There has been a large amount of work in the area of automated test gener-
ation. In general, the goal of all of these is, as stated above, to maximize code
coverage. This is generally done with some kind of input space exploration, in
order to ﬁnd inputs which cause particular paths to be executed. A simple way of
ﬁnding test inputs is to randomly generate them. Indeed, this the is the concept
behind blackbox fuzzing, which throws random inputs (or randomly mutated
correct inputs) at a program to see how it behaves.[10]
A more guided approach to this state space exploration can be taken by
taking into account the structure of the program when generating test inputs.
Rather than simply generating random inputs, one can use some knowledge of
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the program's internals to generate test inputs which are likely to get the program
follow diﬀerent code paths. This is generally called whitebox testing, and comes
in many forms.[10]
The automated test generation tools which are most relevant to this thesis are
based on a form of whitebox testing called dynamic test generation or concolic
execution, which is itself an extension of a technique called symbolic execution.
A number of tools exist which implement this test-generation strategy.[21, 9, 22]
One of these tools is the symbolic execution module for the Java PathFinder,
which was used to construct the JSymTester application described here.[23]
It is useful to note that, traditionally, all of the path exploration techniques
described above are accompanied by some kind of model-checking to ensure cor-
rectness, as there is no test oracle available.[23] In the case of this thesis, the lack
of expected outputs is not a problem, as we have a test oracle in the form of the
instructor's reference implementation.
2.1 Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution is a type of program analysis which is based on running a
program with symbolic inputs rather than real ones.[18] This means that variables
referred to in the program, rather than being given a real value (such as an integer)
are instead symbolic expressions based on the symbolic inputs to the program.
For example, we might have a program which takes an input x and returns
x + 5. With regular concrete execution, we would give x an actual value (say,
3), and we would observe the return value to be a an actual value (say, 8). With
symbolic execution, we instead substitute a symbolic value for x (say, a). We
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would then express the return value as a + 5. The same holds for any return
values or variables in a given program, in that they would all be expressed in
terms of the symbolic inputs (in addition to hard-coded values like 5).
However, just treating inputs as symbolic tends to give us little information,
unless it also takes into account the branch points of the program. Doing so allows
symbolic execution to be used to analyze the possible paths of a program.[23]
Each possible code path has logical expressions which must be true in order
for that code path to be followed. Since we are keeping track of all variables
in terms of the symbolic inputs, these conditions can also be expressed in these
terms. Each possible path through the program yields a set of logical expressions
that are called that path's path constraints. These constraints are expressed in
terms of symbolic input to the program, and can be solved to generate a test
input that would cause that particular path to be executed.[23]
Figure 2.1 shows a bit of example code along with its symbolic execution
tree. Each possible path down this tree represents a code path, and the relevant
statements (conditionals and assignments) would be kept track of by a symbolic
execution engine. Assignments must be tracked down the tree for later conditions
to depend on.
5
Figure 2.1: Example code and its symbolic execution tree.
The usefulness of symbolic execution for test input generation is apparent:
Symbolic execution provides sets of logical constraints for all possible paths, and
each of these sets of constraints can be solved to ﬁnd a test input which covers a
diﬀerent code path.
However, symbolic execution does have some problems. First, it is limited
by the constraint solver used. If a set of path constraints can't be solved by
the constraint solver, then the symbolic execution engine can't generate inputs
which would cause that path to be executed. This can happen frequently when
there is some complicated math going on, such as with hash functions, which are
deliberately hard to reverse.[7]
Second, symbolic exection has a hard time modeling system calls and non-
deterministic functions.[7] In both of these cases, the outputs of these functions
have unknown constraints. Their behavior may modify the code path followed
in un-predictable ways, and branches based on their results are more or less
impossible to enter unless the methods can be abstracted out or controlled by a
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test harness.
2.2 Concolic Execution
Concolic testing, or dynamic test generation, extends symbolic execution by
interleaving concrete execution so that portions of a program which are diﬃcult
to reason about symbolically (such as hash functions) can be abstracted out by
using actual values in these portions, instead of using symbolic ones.[6]
Concolic testing works by running through the program using concrete inputs,
collecting the path constraints (again, in terms of the symbolic inputs) which are
true of those inputs as the program runs. The ﬁrst set of inputs is usually either
randomly generated or set to some common or ordinary values. Once the ﬁrst
run is completed, the path constraints for that run are known. The last of these
constraints is then falsiﬁed, generating a new set of inputs which can be fed into
the process again. This process continues until there are no more solvable paths
left to explore.[20]
This process is illustrated in Figures 2.2 through 2.4, using the example
code from Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.2, the code is run using the shown inputs.
This causes the code to run through the path highlighted in green. The path
constraints are collected as they are encountered, resulting in the list shown as
PC.
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Figure 2.2: Example code and a concolic execution, step 1.
In Figure 2.3, the last condition from the previous step is falsiﬁed, resulting
in new input values. The code is run through again to gather the path conditions
for this path.
Figure 2.3: Example code and a concolic execution, step 2.
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In Figure 2.4, since no new conditions are added, the last previously unfal-
siﬁed condition is falsiﬁed to get new inputs. This is then run through the code
to get a new path constraint. This process continues until all paths which can
be solved for have been explored (this has not been illustrated, for the sake of
brevity).
Figure 2.4: Example code and a concolic execution, step 3.
Concolic testing improves on symbolic execution in two ways. First, it guaran-
tees that any inputs generated do, in fact, cause the expected path to be followed.
After all, it has a concrete run of the program to prove this. Second, it allows the
program to execute paths which may be impossible to run using just symbolic
execution.[6] To illustrate this, imagine a program like the one in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.5: A code path which concolic testing can execute
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The hash function in this example is likely something which it is diﬃcult
to reason about symbolically.[6] Doing so would constitute reversing the hash,
something which the hash would likely be designed to prevent. The conditions it
introduced on the input would likely be unsolvable by most constraint solvers (at
least in a reasonable time). However, since concolic execution will have recorded
the actual result of the hash call, it will know what a given y value hashes to. It
can then set x to this value while keeping y stable, thus solving the condition for
this branch.
It is also worthwhile to note that this is an advantage of concolic execution
over standard blackbox fuzzing, which would just throw random values at this
for a while. Such a process is very unlikely to hit the condition where x is equal
to the hash of y, though concolic execution can handle this case quite easily.[6]
There have been numerous advances in the area of dynamic test generation
in the past few years which have increased its eﬀectiveness. Many new strategies
and algorithms have made the technique much faster and more able to target
relevant areas of code.[6, 1, 18, 12]
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Chapter 3
Related Work
There is a large body of work in the ﬁelds of test generation and speciﬁcally
symbolic execution, as well as in automated assessment. However, there has been
limited work in the combining of these two ﬁelds.
3.1 Automated Test Generation in Java
There are a number of frameworks that have been created for automated test
generation in the Java programming language. These tools incorporate a number
of diﬀerent test generation techniques, which, while they are not used by the
JSymTester, may also be applicable in the realm of student assessment.
3.1.1 Tools for Automated Test Generation
Many of the tools available for test generation use some variation of random
test generation, which involves throwing random inputs at programs to gener-
ate interesting behavior. Randoop is one of these.[17] It implements a technique
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called feedback-directed random testing, which uses execution feedback gathered
from executing test inputs as they are created in order to avoid generating re-
dundant and illegal inputs. It does this by exploring the method sequences space
for objects based on a speciﬁed contract. Those method sequences which cause
a violation of the contract are marked as such, and sequences do not are saved
as regression tests.[17]
Another category of test-generation tools use a technique called evolutionary
testing. This uses evolutionary algorithms to evaluate the ﬁtness of test inputs
based oﬀ of particular criteria such as statement coverage, branch coverage, or
size of generated tests. These inputs are then mutated in an attempt to derive a
more ﬁt set of inputs. This technique can be used either on the method level to
explore method inputs, or at the class level to ﬁnd method call sequences. Two
tools which implement this approach are TestFul and EvoSuite.[2, 5]
Many test-generation tools focus on the speciﬁcation of contracts for methods
or objects which can be used to generate tests. One such tool is Korat, which
uses formal speciﬁcations for methods to generate tests. Korat takes these formal
speciﬁcation in the form of method pre- and post-conditions. Korat generates
test inputs by exploring the space of inputs which satisfy these pre-conditions to
generate a set of inputs, then determines whether the post-conditions are met
by the run of the method. This allows for generating valid failing tests in the
absence of a test oracle.[3]
A somewhat diﬀerent, but related ﬁeld of research is that of test case testing,
which aims to determine the quality of a given test suite. One of the popular
ways of doing so is using mutation testing, which mutates particular (or random)
parts of the source code which is meant to be tested, in order to see if this
mutation breaks the tests. Javalanche and Jester are two examples of tools using
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this technique.[16, 19] While this is not directly related to this thesis, it may be
useful to use in the future to determine how well the JSymTester functions by
using it to compare a randomly mutated reference implementation to the original.
3.1.2 Concolic Execution in Java
While these tools are all useful, this thesis focuses on the use of symbolic and
concolic execution in Java, for which there are a few frameworks.[20, 23, 24] The
two most well-known of these are jCUTE and the Java PathFinder.
jCUTE
jCUTE was developed at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and
provides a concolic unit testing engine for Java.[20] It is based on CUTE for C,
and works by tracking values in memory and constraints on them to implement
Concolic execution. It does not appear to be under active development, and the
source was not readily available.
Java PathFinder
JSymTester utilizes the Java PathFinder, an open source tool maintained by
the NASA Ames Research Center which is currently under active development.[23]
The Java PathFinder (JPF) functions by providing a reimplementation of the
Java Virtual Machine in Java which allows developers using the framework to
instrument the running of Java programs at the bytecode level. Java PathFinder
includes a module for symbolic and concolic test generation based on this byte-
code instrumentation. This framework was used for this project.
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3.2 Automated Assessment
A useful survey of automated assessment tools was performed by Ihantola et
al in 2010.[14] This survey described trends among a number of diﬀerent auto-
mated testing tools, and found that most automated assessment is being done by
assessing functionality (that is, the behavior of the program), rather than using
other analytic tools to assess style or performance. The survey listed the diﬀer-
ent approaches which had been taken to the problem of analyzing student code,
most of which depended on output comparison, or unit testing (though often in
combination with scripts or other testing frameworks).[14]
One of the key problems identiﬁed by this survey is that most assessment
tools are written as one-oﬀ programs, usually just for the purposes of one class
or one assignment. Many instructors write their own frameworks, though there
are some more generalized tools which are widely known. This reveals a problem
in that most tools are not written to be generally applicable and easy to use,
though some attempts have been made.[14]
3.2.1 Tools for Automated Assessment
One such automated assessment tool is Web-CAT, which tries to get students
to generate tests for their own code, but also provides tools for instructors to
automate other testing of student code.[4] Since Web-CAT is extensible, it may
be worthwhile to attempt to adapt the JSymTester to it in the future.
As mentioned above, one-oﬀ scripts or suites of unit tests are also used as
automated assessment tools. These have the advantage of being generally easy
to write and run, but rely solely on some form of output comparison in order to
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function. This means both that all those outputs must be determined beforehand,
and that they must be determined by hand or with a reference implementation.
Not only can this take a signiﬁcant amount of time, it is possible that the gen-
erated inputs will not take into account the oddities of student code, as they are
generally generated before the student submits their code for evaluation, or at
least without direct knowledge of the structure of all submitted student programs.
WebIDE, a teaching platform developed at Cal Poly, also incorporates au-
tomated assessment of student code correctness. It works by sending code to
evaluators which are implemented as web servers which compile and run this
code, testing with whatever unit tests the instructor provides. There are also
evaluators for standard output comparison. The WebIDE evaluator framework
provides a relatively simple way to express the tests which must be performed
on student code, and does not necessarily entail use of the student's code in
generation of these tests.[4]
3.3 Test Data Generation in Education
A similar form of test input generation for assessing student submissions has
been tried once before.[13] This tool was built using an early version of JPF's
symbolic testing framework which was not publicly available at the time. As
such, the tool was not made available. In addition, the symbolic framework of
JPF has since changed a large amount, meaning the work done in [13] would no
longer be compatible with the current JPF codebase.
While the tool was somewhat related to JSymTester, the paper itself focused
more on strategies for test generation and use of the JPF's model checking tech-
niques, rather than on the creation of a tool based solely on symbolic execution.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
JSymTester is based on the symbolic execution module for the Java PathFinder,
and can be used independently as a command-line application, or as as an eval-
uator for the WebIDE platform. In general, it takes two classes (one speciﬁed as
the reference class, and one as the test class), and the name of one method to test.
It then performs concolic test generation on the reference class and test class to
get a set of inputs. It runs these inputs through the reference implementation to
get expected results, then runs the same inputs through the test implementation,
comparing the results. Finally, it outputs results, as a list of sucessful and/or
failed inputs. A more detailed description follows.
1. Load test and reference classes
2. Check for the test method on each class
3. Add or replace the main() method for each class via bytecode manipulation
4. Run JPF Concolic Execution on the reference implementation
5. Run JPF Concolic Execution on the test implementation
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6. Rebuild a list of inputs from the results of the two above runs, reconstruct-
ing primitives and objects as necessary
7. For each input, run both the reference implementation and the test imple-
mentation, recording diﬀerences
8. Output diﬀerences, if any were recorded
4.1 JPF Integration
In order to do concolic execution of Java code, JSymTester utilizes the Java
PathFinder, described above.
JSymTester does this by starting up a JPF JVM using the symbolic execution
framework's bytecode instrumentation. It speciﬁes the reference class and the
method to test and a Listener object (based on the JPF symbolic framework's
provided SymbolicListener) to watch the execution. The JPF begins execution
using the main()method of the speciﬁed class, and the listener waits for execution
to enter the method being tested. Once it enters that method, the listener waits
for that method to return, at which point it records the path constraints of that
run through the method, and the values of the inputs which satisfy these path
constraints. The symbolic execution framework will then negate some part of
this condition and run through the method again, and, again, the listener will
record the path constraints at return time. This happens until there are no more
negatable path conditions.
The Listener has then built up a list of path conditions and their solutions,
which can be accessed by the JSymTester. This same thing is done again for the
test version of the class, getting another set of inputs.
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4.1.1 Adding a main() Method
One problem with the above sequence of events is that the JPF must have
some point of entry to even begin execution at all. This means that any class
which is being tested must have a main() method. This is a limitation of the JPF
which is rather inconvenient if you wish to use it to test only a small function
which doesn't necessarily have to run as a whole program.
Rather than forcing instructors to ensure that both their and their students'
code have main() methods in them, JSymTester automatically adds a main()
method for them using bytecode manipulation.
Before beginning JPF execution, the JSymTester uses reﬂection to inspect
the class being tested for a main() method. If a main() method does exist, it is
removed. The JSymTester then adds a main() method to the object's bytecode
using Javassist, a bytecode manipulation framework. This can then serve as the
entry point for the JPF, without forcing instructors or students to write main()
methods or ensure that their main() methods call the method they wish to test.
4.2 Object Reconstruction
Once the JSymTester has a list of inputs which each represent a diﬀerent
code path, it has to actually run the reference class with these inputs to generate
the expected results. The solutions which are provided by the JPF's symbolic
execution are in the form of classes used by that code (SymbolicIntegers and
SymbolicReals), which can't be passed directly to the method under test. How-
ever, these classes do maintain a concrete representation of these values (as is
required by concolic testing).
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In order to actually call the method, JSymTester must convert inputs from
this form to actual Java primitives or Java objects. For primitives, this is rel-
atively simple, as byte, short, char, int, and long data types can easily be
converted from the concrete value stored in SymbolicIntegers, and float and
double types can easily be retrieved from SymbolicReals. In addition, booleans
also are not much work, as they are stored as SymbolicIntegers of value 0 or 1,
which are easily converted.
The problem arises when the method being tested takes some arbitrary ob-
ject as an input. The JPF symbolic execution framwork supports this by using
lazy initialization.[15] The output of this is a number of integers and reals which
represent the parent object and its ﬁelds (and ﬁelds of any ﬁeld objects, recur-
sively). This must be reconstructed into the actual object in order to run the
actual implementation.
To reconstruct these objects, JSymTester constructs a key-value map to rep-
resent each input object. The keys are the ﬁeld names, and the values are the
values of these ﬁelds (either as a Java primitive or as a another map representing
another object). This map can then be used, along with reﬂection, the rebuild the
object to be passed in. JSymTester does this using the ObjectMapper provided
by the Jackson JSON library.
4.3 SymTestRunner
The command-line version of the tool works as follows:
SymTestRunner [-v] REFCLASS TESTCLASS METHODNAME
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REFCLASS is the name of the reference class to use, and TESTCLASS is the name
of the test class to use. Both of these must be in the classpath. METHODNAME is
the name of the method to be tested.
The program will either output Successful Run on success, or a list of failures
if any outputs don't match between the reference and test classes. The output
can also be tweaked to be more verbose.
4.4 Web-IDE Evaluator
JSymTester was also adapted to be used as a WebIDE evaluator. WebIDE
evaluators are web services which can be used to evaluate some piece of student
code. Speciﬁcally, the JSymTester evaluator takes three arguments: refClass,
testClass, and methodName. These mirror the parameters of the command line
version, but the classes are speciﬁed in source code form rather than as a class
on the classpath. The evaluator compiles these on-the-ﬂy and runs them through
the JSymTester, returning the same results as the command-line version.
To make use of this evaluator easier, there is also a version which takes both
pieces of code in the form of method deﬁnitions, rather than the code for whole
classes. This allows instructors writing labs for WebIDE to have the students
just write a simple method without having to wrap it in a class. This evaluator
encapsulates the source code in a class automatically, then compiles it and sends
it to the JSymTester just as the ﬁrst evaluator does.
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Chapter 5
Validation
The most important aspect of the JSymTester is that it is able to identify
whether student code behavior matches the reference implementation. To this
end, this section of this thesis attempts to compare the results of the JSymTester
to the results from the more traditional unit tests or scripts written to test student
code.
5.1 Test Setup
The ﬁrst step in performing this comparison was to determine where to get
sample student inputs. In order to do this is a sensible way, I chose to pass
all student inputs for two classes for two Web-IDE labs to the JSymTester. I
modiﬁed two previously-written introductory labs focusing on if statements and
functions, adding the JSymTester evaluator to all of the evaluation steps which
used unit testing or Java function call output comparison. This passed student
code, along with a reference implementation of the exercise, to a JSymTester
evaluator.
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This modiﬁed JSymTester evaluator always returned success to the user, in
order to avoid allowing any problems in its methods or implementation to aﬀect
student progress. However, it allowed me to collect a number of code samples
along with the results of the previously-written evaluators. I then compared the
results of the old evaluators with that of the JSymTester.
The hope was that the JSymTester would not report any submissions as cor-
rect for which the manually-written tests would fail (unless those tests happened
to be written poorly). In addition, it could catch errors in student code which
the manually-written tests do not; this would be further evidence of its eﬃcacy.
5.2 Results
The 11 exercises across these two labs recevied a total of 1306 submissions
from students across two classes. Of these, 806 submissions were able to be
compiled and run without timing out. One of these submissions used some math
which was not solvable by the Choco constraint solver used by JSymTester, so I
have excluded it from the results (it was not implemented correctly, in any case).
I recorded all of the results for the remaining 805, both from the JSymTester
and from the original evaluators. I also manually inspected all submissions which
did not textually match a known good solution, in order to verify correctness.
The results can be seen in Table 5.1. A Success represents a piece of code which
passed the given validation, while a Failure means it failed that validation.
Original Evaluators JSymTester Manual Inspection
Successes 554 570 519
Failures 251 235 286
Table 5.1: Overall test results
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The results show that the JSymTester is slightly behind the original evaluators
in overall accuracy. It does not catch all of the problems that were caught by the
original evaluators. However, if we inspect the data at the level of the individual
exercises, the situation changes slightly. Table 5.2 shows the results for each
exercise, with Success shortened to S, and Failure shortened to F.
Exercise JST S JST F Orig. S Orig. F Actual S Actual F
AA 43 0 41 2 41 2
AA2 42 40 50 32 38 44
AC 99 5 54 50 54 50
C 36 7 36 7 36 7
D 43 2 43 2 43 2
b 52 7 52 7 52 7
c 40 11 40 11 40 11
B. 69 22 80 11 69 22
C. 49 39 56 32 49 39
D. 61 54 64 51 61 54
E. 36 48 38 46 36 48
Table 5.2: Test Results By Exercise.
Table 5.2 shows that nearly all of the cases where JSymTester failed were in
one particular exercise. This is even easier to see in Table 5.3, which shows the
number of failures not caught by each evaluator (excluding those exercises where
the evaluators missed nothing).
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Exercise Caught only by JST Caught only by Orig. Caught by neither
AA 0 2 0
AA2 8 0 4
AC 0 45 0
B. 11 0 0
C. 7 0 0
D. 3 0 0
E. 2 0 0
Total 31 47 4
Table 5.3: Failures Not Caught By Evaluators.
The troublesome exercise, which I have labeled AC, gave the student the task
of implementing an age calculator. This method took the current year, month,
and day, and well as the year, month, and day of a person's birthday. It then
returned the age of this person in years, rounding down, as is commonly done.
Most of the student implementations for this exercise did not use any branches
at all. Neither did the reference implementation. This meant that after one
pass through the method, there were no constraints gathered to be falsiﬁed.
The concolic execution would cease, providing only one inputusually 0 for every
single argument. This meant that only this one input was being passed to student
ageCalculator implementations. Many of these implementations were incorrect,
but happened to give the correct results for this case.
This reveals a larger problem with JSymTester and concolic testing in general:
They are aimed at generating inputs to maximize code coverage. They do not
generate inputs to test particular mathematical equations. This is the cause of
the mistakes in exercise AC as well as the six other misses in exercises AA and
AA2.
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This is a deﬁciency in concolic testing, so it is slightly out of the scope of this
paper. Some possible solutions are provided in Chapter 6, however.
Dropping the AC exercise from the analysis would put JSymTester in a much
more favorable position, mistaking only six bad implementations for good ones,
and correctly identifying 31 incorrect implementations.
This provides evidence that the JSymTester, while it underperforms on code
which has few branch points, actually performs as well or better than the tradi-
tional approaches on code which has more branch points.
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Chapter 6
Future Work
There are a number of options for expanding the potential uses of the JSymTester.
In addition, there are also many possible avenues of research related to the use
of automated test generation in automated student code assessment.
6.1 Beyond Code Coverage
The key problem explained in the Results section of this thesis is that the
JSymTester is designed to ﬁnd inputs which provide good code coverage, not to
ﬁnd all possible interesting inputs. This means that for many programs which
have few branches, the JSymTester will ﬁnd only a small number of inputs. These
inputs may not fully test the code.
For example, consider a function which simply takes an integer x and returns
x + 2, and another function which takes x and then just returns 2, ignoring
x completely. JSymTester would likely not ﬁnd any diﬀerences between these
two functions. This is because the JPF will start out by giving each function
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an x value of 0. In each case, since there are no branches, it will gather no
path constraints, have nothing to falsify, and consider its input generation done.
Passing an x value of 0 to both of these functions results in a return value of 2,
passing JSymTester's comparison of the output of the two functions.
Obviously, this can lead to problems for certain coding exercises. There are
a couple solutions to this which could be implemented in the future.
First, some extra values could be picked to run through the program. This
could be done either only for the ﬁrst run through the program, or for all. It may
be worthwhile to pick a few random inputs to start with, or use a couple diﬀerent
inputs for each path constraint. This would require some extra work integrating
with the constraint solver to force it to give multiple solutions to the same path
constraint. Alternative test generation strategies, such as evolutionary testing,
could also be applied here to generate these additional values.
Second, it may be possible to compare the symbolic return values of the
methods in question. JSymTester already records these in terms of the symbolic
input variables, so the data is avaiable. This would also require some more
integration with the constraint solver, however, since it would require comparing
constraints for logical equivalence. Just comparing the particular representation
of a set of constraints would not be accurate, as the constraints may have been
gathered be in diﬀerent orders or in diﬀerent terms (for example, x < 5 rather
than x ≤ 4).
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6.2 Language Feature Support
The current implementation of the JSymTester focuses only on testing code
at the method level. It supports inputs and outputs in the form of all Java
primitives, as well as any objects composed only of these primitives. This does
not include many of the classes provided by the Java class library, including
Strings.
As it is currently written, JPF's symbolic execution can support either lazily-
initialized objects (as it used by JSymTester), or Java String objects, but not both
at the same time. JSymTester could likely bypass some of this by running the JPF
twice, once in each mode. The added complexity of this was not implemented
for this thesis, as none of the student code examined used Strings in branch
conditions.
It would also be useful to support more options of units to test. JSymTester
itself supports testing only methods. Adding testing of constructors would be
helpful for evaluating student object construction. However, the JPF's symbolic
execution framework is currently targetted at testing methods, meaning that it
may be somewhat diﬃcult to make these changes without also modifying the
symbolic exection module.
JSymTester could also add some options for testing out class implementation
as a whole, looking at calling diﬀerent methods of objects in diﬀerent orders.
This would require taking advantage of other topics in test generation (namely,
method sequence exploration).[13]
In addition, the way which JSymTester reconstructs objects means that it
does not support comparison by reference of the input objects (as all input objects
are created separately). This should be possible to rectify with a more advanced
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integration with the JPF, as it handles this case.
6.3 Ease of Use
There are a few things which could be added to the tool to make it easier to
use. The ﬁrst of these would be removing the need for a default constructor to
exist for any objects used as parameters to the methods being tested. This is a
limitation of the Jackson ObjectMapper being used to reconstruct the objects,
but should be easily overcome using bytecode manipulation (much as was done
for the required main() method).
In addition, it would be useful to allow the instructor to specify an equals
method to be used to compare the output of the test code with that of the
reference code. As it is, the system uses the equals method of the object being
returned. A custom method would mean that instructors could compare only a
subset of ﬁelds, or use diﬀerent comparisons for diﬀerent exercises without having
to modify the classes in use.
6.4 Model-Checking
It is worthwhile to note that JSymTester does not take advantage of any of
the model-checking capabilities of the JPF. This may be a useful addition in the
future, to allow instructors to be able to write something which can more deeply
inspect the student's code as it runs to check for certain things other than just
correct output. This would, however, require the instructor to learn a bit about
the JPF, something which JSymTester does not require as currently implemented.
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6.5 Constructive Feedback
Finally, it may be worthwhile to assess the eﬀectiveness of the feedback which
JSymTester (or any other such tool) can provide. With the path constraints
created with symbolic execution, it is possible to give the student feedback which
deﬁnes the conditions under which their code fails in the abstract rather than
stating exact values.
For example, instead of saying Your code failed for inputs: x = 5, y = 6,
the JSymTester could reply instead with a more informative message like Your
code failed under the following conditions: x < y, y > 5. This allows students
to approach their error from the standpoint of conditions which actually exist in
their code, rather than focusing on speciﬁc inputs (in the latter case, they might
even be tempted to simply add a speciﬁc special case for a failing input!).
To evaluate which of these approaches might be better, it would be best to
try both approaches with diﬀerent sets of students to see which group ﬁnds the
messages more helpful.
Current research suggests that the abstract information may be more helpful.[13]
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The JSymTester is a new kind of student assessment tool utilizing symbolic
execution to automatically generate tests for student code that are actually based
on the conditions in that code. This is a beneﬁt for professors, as it is easy to
simply implement a reference implementation of a programming exercise, instead
of having to write tests which can only hope to cover all of the edge cases which
may be present in student code.
The JSymTester is based on the Java PathFinder symbolic execution module,
and so can beneﬁt from any additional capabilities added to it. It is available
both as a command line tool, and as a Web-IDE evaluator.
In a simple trial comparing the JSymTester WebIDE evaluator against the
more traditional output comparison evaluators, the JSymTester behaved similarly
to the original evaluators. Though it behaved poorly in one case, in other cases, it
found errors that the traditional testing did not. This provides evidence that the
JSymTester can eﬀectively supplement output comparison, and, with a few more
tweaks, even replace it. Furthermore, this shows that automated test generation
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techniques are applicable in the area of student code assessment.
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